One Day Workshop- “HOW TO STARTUP?” organized at AMU Murshidabad Centre

AMU Murshidabad Centre have successfully completed a One Day workshop “HOW TO STARTUP?” with Prof. Unus Molla (Jadavpur University) on 12th March, 2018. The opening of the session was chaired by Director In charge Dr Talib Siddiqui, Dr Aamir Jafar and Mr Aminul Haque.

The pre-lunch session was on team building exercise by students followed by Idea Generation by these teams with objective to write a viable business plan. Post-lunch there was discussion sessions and presentations of these business plans by the teams.

“In keeping with the current national context, EIC is dedicated to inspiring students to Startup small businesses and be the job providers of tomorrow” was emphasized in vote of thanks by Mr Aminul Haque (Coordinator EIC) and concluded the session thanking The Honorable Vice Chancellor Prof. Tariq Mansoor and Director In Charge Dr Nigamananda Biswas for extending their supported and confidence.